
      

By CHIRAG GURUKIRAN, junior

Senior Blair Haigler and freshman Diane Cervelli take center stage 
during the play while other performers sing in the background. 

LAUREN KIM

A Golden Performance
By GRACE WANG, freshman

By  SAMIKA PARAB, junior

See CHANGES, page 12

Atypical Traditions

Ever wonder WHY the student with a 2350 SAT score

did NOT get into an Ivy League university?

to learn why - check out page 10

Got Talent?

Re-teched
 IT ONLY TAKES a quick glance 
into a JP classroom to realize that 
the traditional model of education, 
once dominated by disciplinary 
and curricular uniformity, has 
evolved into a system that prizes 
innovation and hands-on learning. 
Mechanical devices and gadgets 
reminiscent of science fiction 
movies line the shelves of physics 
classrooms; SmartBoards—devices 
that would have been perceived 
as Star Wars-esque only a decade 
ago—stand at the front of each 
room. Even music classrooms, 
which were once exclusively 
performance-based, have begun 
using technology to meet the 
needs of aspiring musicians. Over 
the past few years, education has 
made great strides toward the 
adoption of  technology, and this 
adoption has dramatically changed

 WHILE  JP  Stevens  is  well-known 
for its academic achievements, it 
is also distinguished by its unique 
traditions created by the student 
body. Most of the traditions 
are quirky ones that have been 
passed down through generations 
of the JP Stevens’ family.
 Every Monday and Friday, 
directly after the morning 
announcements, the student 
announcers choose a song to 
play during passing time from 
homeroom to first period. The 
songs selected come from various 
genres and can often be found 
in popular movies and musicals. 
Freshman Lillian Chen said, “I 
enjoy the tradition of playing music 
on the P.A. in the morning because 
it energizes me and enlivens the 
rest of my day.” The idea of playing 
music during passing only started 
around four years ago as per 
students’ requests. At first, music 
was only played on Fridays, but 
this year Mondays have been added 
as well. Principal Pawlikowski 
explained, “Music has the power 
to move people in many ways, and 
music seems so much a part of the 
JP culture that playing music in 

 EVERY YEAR, students and 
families fill JP Stevens’ auditorium 
to experience the magic of the 
school’s theatre productions. This 
year marks the 50th year since 
the opening of the theatre, and to 
celebrate this momentous occasion, 
the theatre company performed 
a collection of highlights from 
its previous productions. Each 
scene revived the moments of 

joy, anguish, and drama since the 
theatre’s debut in 1964. The cast, 
directed and choreographed by JP 
Stevens students, staff, and alumni, 
led the audience through tales of 
hardship and conflict, as well as 
stories of murder and mayhem. 
The performance included 
climactic moments from previously 
performed classics such as The 
Crucible, Macbeth, and Dracula.
 The show began with an 
enthusiastic rendition of “Brand 

New Day,” a song from the musical 
The Wiz, and was followed by an 
introduction of the JP Stevens 
Theatre, courtesy of director 
Ms. Rich. The program next 
launched into tales of family, love, 
lust, and wealth in the section 
titled “American Dreams and 
Values,” then quickly shifted 
to a series of scenes devoted to 
ethical conflict under the heading 
“Trials and Tribulations.” Shortly 

See THEATRE, page 13

 ON THE NIGHT of December 5, 
JP students had the opportunity 
to witness the talent of their 
classmates during the annual JPS 
Got Talent.  As the auditorium 
seats filled and the lights 
dimmed, both the audience and 
the performers backstage were 
excited for the show to begin.

The night kicked off with a video 
featuring the hosts seniors Devin 
Liu and Megha Rahi as they acted 
out a parody of The Devil Wears 
Prada titled “Devin Wears Prada.” 
The audience could not contain its 
laughter, especially when Devin 
broke out his Michael Jackson 
moves behind two oblivious girls. 
The running joke of the night was 
based on the term “Kardashon,” 
which Devin jokingly suggested to Junior Veronica Beltran and freshman Gabriel Beltran, 

the winners of JPS Got Talent, strike poses on stage. 

RIYA SATHWARA

The “Chemistree” is created 
from science materials.

JENNY HUANG

Vaulting to Victory

 A GYMNAST aspires to be as 
strong as an ox, as graceful as a 
gazelle, and as agile as a python. 
However, freshman Shannon 
Gregory has proven that the 
animal she admires most, the dog, 
should also be added to the list 
for its swiftness and flexibility. 
Competing independently for JP, 

Shannon qualified to compete 
in the Level 9 Eastern Nationals 
Competition because of her 
outstanding performance at the 
Regional Competition in April 
2014. To be accepted into this 
prestigious competition, she had to 
practice rigorously, receive a score 
of 34 at the statewide competition, 
and place within the top six of the 
Level 9 Regional Competition. 
Placing fourth, Shannon has clearly 

demonstrated her incredible skill 
and proficiency in gymnastics. 
Behind her tremendous skill and 
extraordinary achievements is 
great dedication and passion for 
the sport, which has allowed her 
to perform at such a high level.
 When Shannon was six 
years old, she quit dance and 
began gymnastics, a difficult 
process. When reflecting on 
her first competition,  Shannon 

commented, “I don’t remember 
much about the meet, but the 
one thing I do remember is that 
I didn’t do that well.” That loss, 
however, did not discourage her. 
Practicing from Mondays through 
Thursdays and on Saturdays, 
Shannon spends a total of 21 
hours every week mastering a 
variety of routines. By practicing 
the routines she likes most, she 

See SHANNON page 13

See TALENT, page 13

By SAMARTH PATEL and 
DEEKSHA UDUPA, freshmen

the morning just seemed to be a 
natural and important part of how 
we start our day and now our week.”
 Though we hear songs playing on 
the P.A. all year round, the science 
department’s Chemistree makes 
an appearance only once a year. 
The day before winter break, the 
chemistry teachers gather together 
and conduct their annual holiday 

See JP HISTORY, page 13

By CHIRAG GURUKIRAN, junior
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 A CHILD BORN in 2005 does not have the 
ability to understand thoroughly and retain 
information any more effectively than a 
child born in 1995. Therefore, raising the 
bar in core curriculum standards should 
not mean adding more information to test 
students on. When students score lower on 
evaluational tests year after year, it is not 
because they are becoming less proficient. 
Rather it is because the standards placed 
on them by the federal government are 
growing more and more advanced; one day, 
the “standard” of mathematics and language 
arts proficiency will progress so much that 
elementary school students will have to learn 
algebra within a couple of decades. There is 
no proof that years of “educational reform” 
have made America’s children any smarter, 
and that is what frustrates the creators of 
the Common Core State Standards Initiative, 
who base their creations on fantastical ideas.
 Attempting to live up to the new demands 
and to ensure better test scores (for a better 
worldwide ranking, of course), states, 
districts, and schools have purchased 
resources, materials, and scripted curricular 
modules created solely for test success. 
The state wants numbers, and when the 
numbers aren’t up to par, they pour in 
more funding for evaluations. Homework 
becomes test prep. School becomes test 
prep. Life becomes test prep. The creative 
learning and fundamental social skills 
necessary to work with 20 to 35 individuals 
in a classroom are lost as academic creativity 
has been forced out by the curriculum. 

Experienced teachers, who were trained 
how to teach and what to teach, have limited 
opportunities to instruct students on their 
own chosen material since each class must 
focus on learning the contents of the test. 
This uniformity has now sucked the life 
out of the learning process. Common Core 
standards express that every child should 
meet certain educational milestones in 
specific timelines, which is very unrealistic. 
People learn differently; the spectrum of 
intelligence doesn’t run on a straight line 
from one end to another. Education has 
unfortunately become a mechanized system.
 I have two tests tomorrow: one in English 
and one in French. I have studied for about 
half an hour for each of them. Tomorrow 
will soon arrive, and I will manage to do 
fairly well on both of them. I can get by. This 
is an everyday scenario for my peers and me. 
We are given information, we memorize it, 
and then we present it back through blank 
Scantrons that were once reserved for 
special tests but now are used everyday. 
But I can’t blame the teachers; it’s the test 
creators, the real beneficiaries of the rapidly 
growing, multi-billion dollar test-creating 
industry. Teachers have a core curriculum 
that every student in their classes needs to 
be able to recite for the HSPA or the PARCC 
or the NJASK or whatever acronym the 
test writers  dream up. Furthermore, how 
we perform on a single test within a single 
day within the one hundred and eighty days 
we spend at this institution, represents the 
brainpower that was acquired over the 
course of the entire school year. Regarding 
the New York State exam, Elizabeth Phillips 

Unsocial Networking

wrote in The New York Times that “the 
questions were focused on small details 
in the passage, rather than on overall 
comprehension, and many were ambiguous.”
 Finnish students, who go to school on 
average 570 hours per year (which is much 
less than American students’ 1,100), scored 
first in all the countries that participated in 
the Programme for International Student 
Assessment. The United States did not place 
in the top five for any subject. For them, 
school starts at age seven. Finnish schools 
often have lounges, no tardy bells, and a recess 
in conjunction with lunch. Their strategy is 
simple—their core curriculum is just the core 
curriculum, with only basic core subjects 
being taught. Our Department of Education, 
however, believes that the more students 
cram the core curriculum, the smarter the 
students are. But it doesn’t work that way. 
Instead of gaining applicable knowledge for 
further improving society, students learn 
how to win Trivial Pursuit. Is U.S. history 
so important that I must spend 8th, 9th, and 
10th grade learning it in varying degrees of 
specificity? How will knowing the difference 
between synecdoche and metonymy help me 
become more college-, adult-, and life-ready?
 The overall high school curriculum 
in the United States is deficient in one 
primary way: it covers too much inessential 
content because educators are attempting 
to keep up with the rest of the world’s 
higher standards without reviewing and 
removing previous outdated content. As 
Howard Gardner once wrote, “In real life, 
no one presents us with four choices, the 
last of which reads ‘none of the above’.”

By TARA SHUKLA, junior

Rotten to the Core

was. In a rather pathetic way, having the 
opportunity to break otherwise unnoticed 
habits was slightly invigorating. Throughout 
the week, I had more time, and I went to 
sleep earlier. Online, I see pictures of the 
latest sports event, or I read someone’s 
status ranting about a common injustice, 
or someone I don’t talk to chats me for 
homework and I’m forced to get up 
and retrieve my planner. All of 
these little interactions are 
fine—but frankly, I just 

don’t care about them. Yet I see, read, and do 
these things anyway simply because they are 
right in front of me. Not  having a Facebook 
eliminated the time I wasted on unimportant, 
little tasks. However, while invigorating, this 
change was  still not exactly ground-breaking.
 I have no deep conclusion about how I was 
able to focus more on the “who” and “what” 
of my reality instead of on a screen because 
I honestly didn’t notice much of a change. It 

By ANGELA CAO, freshman

 IN A WORLD seemingly controlled by 
status updates, hashtags, and likes, a daring 
gal (A.K.A. me) did the unthinkable and 
deactivated her Facebook account for 
exactly one week. Now, in comparison to 
my melodramatic opener, the experience 
of this mini pseudo-social experiment was 
surprisingly uneventful, but nevertheless 
thought-provoking. However, before I get 
into my incohesive mess of revelations, let 
me provide you with a brief background. 
 I wouldn’t consider myself a person 
completely dependent on and 
engrossed in social media, though 
I probably do care more about the 
number of likes I receive than I 
would like to admit. I check my 
Facebook account quite regularly, 
typically just skimming through my 
news feed on my phone. During the 
week that I deactivated my Facebook 
account, I still used other forms of 
social media, like Instagram 
or Snapchat. But what sets 
Facebook apart is the variety 
of information contained 
in one website: statuses, 
pictures, messages.  I didn’t 
expect much to change—a 
few untagged photos 
and overlooked birthday 
notifications at most. 
 What I learned about 
myself can be best described 
in just a few simple events.   
Day One, 10:00 p.m.: I 
officially deactivated my Facebook 
and continued on with my life.
Day One, 10:08 p.m.: I caught 
myself entering “Facebook” into 
my search browser subconsciously. 
 Eight whole minutes. Undoubtedly one 
of the most interesting discoveries I made 
was how strong of a hold one website could 
have over me. It occurred to me then how 
habitual and monotoous my everyday life 

is important to note what an effective tool 
of communication Facebook can be. From 
an online JP used-bookselling community 
to pages dedicated to updating members of 
clubs or extracurriculars, the network is of 
course useful and informational. However, 

not being updated on the latest 
prices for that gently used “Five 

Steps to a Five” book I’ve been 
coveting wasn’t the reason 
I missed my Facebook. 
Instead, what I missed 
was seeing all the pictures 
posted from activities 

I was involved in, and 
participating in discussions in 
group chats. I felt, to a certain 
extent, out of the loop. So 

much happens when just 
about everyone has 

a Facebook—you 
miss out on 
i n v i t a t i o n s , 
i n s i d e 
jokes, and 

conversations 
with people 

you don’t see 
often. Those aspects 

of Facebook are worth 
more than a few minutes of 

sleep. You could argue that the 
only reason I enjoy my account 

is because everyone else has one, 
and you would be absolutely correct.

 The importance of having a Facebook 
profile depends on who you are. When 
everyone around you has one, you really 
might be missing out. Deactivating my 
account was not really worth it—but then 
again, I still wouldn’t classify myself as an 
Internet addict. Perhaps if you are one, a 
break is necessary. I can’t say whether or not  
everyone needs a Facebook, or even whether 
or not I need it. But I do know that I enjoy 
using it and will continue to use it in healthy 
moderation.  After all, it’s just another account 
on another social networking website. 
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shoulder some of the consequences of your 
missteps. Learning to drive is treading the 
invisible boundary between your shelter and 
unknown territory. No longer will a guardian 
shoulder your burdens; the responsibility is 
yours, both inside the car and outside in your 
life. You can do what you want on the road, 
in places far away from your parents, but no 
longer will you have anyone shield you from 
your mistakes, nor can you blame anyone 
else for your decisions. Learning to drive is 
a ceremony marking your status as an adult. 
For me, and for other teenagers who would 
never admit to it, it is too soon to undergo 
t h a t c e r e m o n y. 

 Furthermore, driving is motion in 
more than just one way: with the power to 
drive comes the ability to travel  places, to 
move beyond where you stand right now, 
both literally and figuratively. That, too, is 
frightening. Despite what we may believe, 
we’re in a state of stagnation right now. We 
live our little lives, studying for our tests, 
preparing for the SATs, dealing with the 
inconsequential drama of friendships and 
love—all the while staying still in this single 
town. Everything we do in this school is 
simply preparation for what we will do in 
the future, for college and beyond. Life is a 
long, long road, and we’re currently resting 
at a gas station while we prepare for the 

next segment of our journey. You 
can move within the gas 

station, but you won’t really 
go anywhere until you get 
back into the car. Once you 

get back into the car and 
learn to drive, you’ll be 
off on a journey to some 
unknown destination. 
Everything you do in 
that car, on that road, 

determines the course 
of your life. There’s an 
element of uncertainty to 

the whole process, and 
the human mind does 

not like uncertainty. 
We want to know. We 

won’t know where 
we’ll end up, however, 

until we reach the 
end of our journey, and that won’t 

be for ages. Learning to drive and 
getting on the road, initiates the 

beginning of a long journey into 
the unknown, and I am unwilling 
to place my foot on that pedal. 

 Standing on the edge, here, on 
the threshold of adulthood, I can’t 

seem to muster up the courage to 
take the first crucial step to cross 

the boundary. Someday I’ll have to 
venture beyond my little sanctuary, 

and into the very large world 
with all its harsh realities, 
and chart the course of 

my life alone. Until I find 
my resolve, however, I think 

I’ll remain a backseat passenger 
for now, simply gazing through the 

window at the swiftly approaching horizon.

favorable for the listener, but in many 
cases, harmful for the artist. Music is being 
devalued. It’s not that nobody cares about 
music; rather, it has become so easy to 
share music for free that almost no one 
cares enough to pay for it. While artists 
and their support teams are working hard 
to produce music, few people are actually 
supporting them by purchasing the tracks 
and albums, as shown by the declining 
amount of album sales. In the first half 
of 2014, only 62.9 million CDs were sold, 
which was less than half of the sales in the 
same six month period in 2009, which had 
a recorded amount of 136.4 million CDs 
sold. Unfortunately, people who legitimately 
purchase music are far outnumbered by 
the many others who do not. You might 
say, “But with Spotify, the artists are even 
paid for each play! After all, there are ads 
every so often. This can’t be bad, right?” 
 Sadly, this reasoning isn’t true. While 
Spotify hopes that it can gain subscriptions 
from listeners and give royalties to the 
artists by providing an experience superior 
to piracy, the actual payout per stream is 
extremely low. In fact, the average artist 
earns as  little as $0.007 per stream—even 
an immensely popular artist like Taylor 

Swift received only $496,044 from domestic 
streams in a 12-month period. This payout, 
which seems to be a decent amount of 
money, quickly evaporates when it is divided 
among the employees who work for her 
label under the production, manufacture, 
distribution, marketing, promotion, and 
legal departments. With the advent of 
piracy and free streaming, album sales have 
steadily declined. It’s not just the artists 
who are hurting, but the entire industry.
 Even though her earnings from Spotify 
are negligible, this certainly does not mean 
that Taylor Swift and other major artists are 
poor. In fact, Swift still makes the majority 
of her money from tours, with her most 
recent one grossing over $150 million. And 
with the removal of her albums from Spotify, 
1989 has become the best-selling album 
since 2002. But we need to understand 
where she’s coming from. While a large part 
of this decision is indeed about the money, 
she also wants people to start valuing music 
more. What kind of perception is developed 
when no one pays for music? Why is it that 
something that took so much work to create 
becomes suddenly worthless when it is 
released? When music is pirated or simply 
just streamed on Spotify, artists are at a loss. 

Shake It Off, Spotify
 Even so, some view the hard work and 
effort as worth the cost, even if they don’t 
get what they fully deserve. Indeed, some 
artists believe that the exposure gained from 
featuring their music on Spotify far outweighs 
the monetary disadvantages. Dave Grohl 
from Foo Fighters states that he doesn’t care 
about the amount people pay for his music, as 
long as they have it. He believes that if people 
have access to your music and “they like 
hearing your music, they’ll go to the show.”   
 As album sales follow their downward 
trend and drop lower than the bass, the 
debate the music industry is facing will 
continue to be relevant. It’s hard to say 
what will end up happening in this battle 
between Spotify and the few artists who are 
pulling (and can afford to pull) their music 
off the application, but the benefits and 
hindrances of having music on the program 
are clear. While I love Spotify and its magical 
abilities to speed up my endeavors to finish 
homework, its seemingly brilliant business 
model is undoubtedly problematic. Next 
time I hear a song or an album I really enjoy, 
I’ll be sure to support the artist and all who 
collaborate with them to show that I truly 
value their hard work because I know I 
would want people to do the same for mine.  

 FIVE MONTHS into my senior year and six 
months as a seventeen-year-old, the most 
common question I was asked was not what 
college I’ll be attending next year, or what 
I’ll be majoring  in, but rather, “Can you 
drive yet?” The answer to that question, 
astonishingly enough, is a resounding “no,” 
and I’ve gotten quite my share of odd glances 
for it. It’s not that I lack the time or the 
resources to complete the measly six hours— 
though I’ve certainly used that excuse more 
than a few times. The truth is, frankly, that I 
am afraid to sit behind that steering wheel. 
 Part of the reason for that is pure statistical: 
it seems that we are bombarded daily with 
news of the latest accident involving a teen 
driver. According to The Children’s Hospital 
of Philadelphia Research Institute, the fatal 
crash rate for drivers ages 16 to 19 is four  
times higher than that for drivers ages 25 
to 69. Over 3,000 teenagers are killed each 
year in car crashes nationwide according to 
the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, 
putting car crashes at the number one spot 
for causes of teenage death in the United 
States. Teens are almost ten times more likely 
to be in a crash in their first year on 
the road than most experienced 
drivers. The data is frightening, and 
the stigma of recklessness stamped 
onto teenage drivers by the media 
doesn’t assuage my fears.
 More so than the 
statistics, however, the 
significance behind the 
decision of getting in 
the driver’s seat is what 
really frightens me. When 
you learn to drive, you approach 
a crossroads—deciding to drive 
is a crucial decision, a transition 
from adolescence to adulthood. The 
moment you sit behind that wheel, 
you are responsible for your own 
choices, your own actions, and 
their outcomes. I t ’ s 
a terrifying 
offer of liberty. 
As teenagers, 
we always will 
whine and groan 
about parental 
restrictions: about 
having a curfew, about 
having to take this or that 

By MATTHEW TANG, columnist

class, about being forced to study instead of 
being allowed to attend a party. However, 
the instant that you realize you are free 
from those restrictions, that your parents 
have no jurisdiction over you whatsoever, is 
frightening. Your parents’ dominance over 
you can be a cage, but it can also be a shelter. 
There’s something reassuring about letting 
your parents make all your decisions for you. 
Yes, you have less freedom, but if something 
goes wrong, you always have someone to 
catch you when you fall. Someone is always 
watching over you, making sure that you’re 
alright and keeping you safe from harm. If 
you catch the flu, someone will bring you to 
the doctor and make sure you get better. If 
you struggle in class, someone will help you 
get a tutor. If you make the wrong decision, 
someone will set you on the right path. 
In many ways, you are not 
responsible for any 
of your 
actions; 
adults 
will 

  BY NOW,  we have all noticed the absence 
of Taylor Swift’s music on Spotify. Fearless, 
Speak Now, and Red have all disappeared 
from the homework-helper music app 
Spotify, while her newest album, 1989, never 
appeared at all. This has unsurprisingly 
caused a considerable amount of angst 
among teenagers; how we’ll ever survive 
the blank space “Shake It Off” left on 
Spotify’s Top 100, we’ll never know. Had 
we never had access to free streaming, this 
expectation would never have bothered 
us. But now that we have to buy the album 
rather than simply press play on Spotify, 
we’re outraged. Even Daniel Ek, the CEO 
and co-founder of Spotify, is surprised and 
has stated that he will persist in convincing 
Swift’s management. Swift has continued 
to reject him, following in the footsteps of 
Paul McCartney, Ringo Starr, and Thom 
Yorke. While it seems counterintuitive that 
Swift is barring the popularity of her music 
by preventing free and easy access to it, 
Swift’s decision to remove her music from 
Spotify may ultimately be a smart move 
for both her and the entire music industry.
 The way music is distributed now is 

By SARAH WANG, columnist

Life in the Slow Lane
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 TODAY, THE U.S. is facing difficulties 
with immigration policies akin to those 
it handled before the World Wars. But 
the country is not battling the backlash 
incited by radical yet legal immigrants 
in the 1920s anymore; rather, the Obama 
administration is struggling with 
immigrants who are less radical but quite 
illegal. There is an abundance of illegal 
immigrants, many from Mexico, entering at 
a rate of 2,000 persons per day, inundating 
the United States workforce, schools, 
and communities while threatening the 
foundation of this nation: capitalism. 
President Barack Obama, who recently 
recognized that his immigration policies 
held low prospects in Congress, issued an 
executive order that announced a program 
of “deferred action,” allowing a shocking 

45% of current undocumented immigrants 
to legally remain and work in the United 
States. His decision will also shut down the 
Secure Communities program, which had 
facilitated a unified partnership between 
federal, state, and local law enforcement 
to remove severe undocumented criminals 
in the United States. President Obama 
has stated that, “the day I sign that bill 
into law, the actions I take will no longer 
be necessary.” However, in all its ironic 
glory, the Obama Administration’s current 
executive order is impeding action from 
being taken; it is embracing inaction against  
nearly  11  million illegal  immigrants by 
putting in place counter-productive policies.
 In order to fully examine the 
shortcomings of the recent executive order, 
a solid background of why President Obama 
claims Congress has “failed” is necessary. 
Yes, there is a constant clashing between 
the Democrats and the Republicans. Yes, 
Democrats tend to favor looser immigration 
reform whereas Republicans favor stricter 
reform. And yes, nothing has been passed. 
But keeping in mind that Congressional 
elections were just this past November, more 
Democrats than expected have supported 
President Obama’s Democratic immigration 
policy for the sake of preserving an image of 
Democratic unity. In Congress, this midterm 

 WHAT IS A PROMISE? As Horton, 
who heard a Who, would say, “I 
meant what I said, and I said what I 
meant. An elephant’s faithful 100%.”
 It has come down to the responsibility 
of our leader, our Horton, to preserve 
a promise made to a group much like 
the unheard people of Whoville. The 
immigration system in the United States is 
broken and stagnant. It has come down to 
the responsibility of our leader, our Horton, 
to listen to the pleas of more than 3% of an 
unaccounted-for population. But to be deaf 
in one ear, to the conservatives and those 
legal Americans against the naturalization of 
illegal immigrants, would be an even greater 
injustice. In the last four years, Congress 
has failed to place a bill on the President’s 
desk regarding immigration reform, a 
subject that the president had planned to 
address since his race for the presidency 
in 2008. It seems that now, the voices of 
the unaccounted for are louder and more 
prevalent than those of the opposed.
 President Obama’s issued his executive 
order on immigration reform last 
November because it was necessary. It is 
cohesive, coherent, and well-rounded, 
appealing not only to undocumented 
immigrants, but also to our industries 
and our poorly paid Americans. Obama’s 
executive order isn’t a plan that grants 
amnesty to five million illegal immigrants. 
Instead, it reorganizes the USCIS, 
creating greater eligibility for child 
immigrants and mothers, securing our 
borders, and creating tax penalties for 
those immigrants that have been living 
in the Unites States for over five years. 
It isn’t just reform; it’s cleaning up.
 By washing away under-the-table 
dirty business practices, hard-working 
Americans  are reaping just as many 
benefits as immigrants are, if not more. 
Because undocumented workers usually 
work for a below-minimum wage 
paycheck, they are directly competing 
with Americans for the same low-
paying jobs. Now, these previously 
undocumented workers will have the 
ability to ask for normal wages and will 
thus prevent a portion of undercutting 
and steep competition that occurs in 
our industry, prompting a spike in actual 
wages in response to demand. This 
action in effect levels the playing field.
 The United States, like it or not, is founded 
on many basic promises. Promises of 
security, promises of opportunity, promises 
of freedom, promises of sanctuary, and 
promises of liberty—available only to a 
select group of people: citizens. People who 
pay taxes, vote, and fulfill their civic duties 
qualify under that title. They have “earned” 
their right to these promises, whether  
through strong family connections or simply 
being lucky enough to have been born 
here. Why is it then, that these promises 
do not apply to undocumented immigrants, 
who have arguably worked harder for 
their American dream than anyone else?
 It’s easy to dismiss people who entered 
the United States illegally as having taken 
advantage of our system, to criticize them 
for infiltrating our borders, and to accuse 
them of stealing American jobs. Why don’t 
they just wait and become citizens the legal 
way? Apply for a visa and enter the United 
States. In pre-1965 America, this would have 
been a logical question. But since then, our 
eligibility system has swayed from being 
based on race and origins to connections and 
employability. Quite frankly, it has become 
nearly impossible for those who do not 
have a college degree, close relatives with 
citizenship, or permanent residence to enter 
our country legally. In some cases, it can 

take upward of 20 years to properly and 
legally acquire stay in the United States.
 Quota numbers for such attempts are 
significantly lower than the demand to 
enter the country legally, and though our 
economy continues to grow, organizations 
such as the United States Citizenship and 
Immigration Service (USCIS) do not. 
Accounting for the 10.9 million illegal 
immigrants in our country, roughly 2.7% of 
our population is composed of those who 
either overstayed their visas, infiltrated 
the border, or lost their sponsorship. 2.7% 
of the population does not pay taxes, 
nor does 2.7% of the population reap 
the benefits of social security, insurance 
or, now, the federal health care system. 
 With Obama’s new executive order, the 
U.S. will grant security to those who deserve 
it. Programs such as the Deferred Action 
for Childhood Arrivals will help children 

and mothers secure a place in America, 
where they can begin the process of earning 
their citizenship. One in every two Mexican 
and Central American immigrants will 
qualify, mostly mothers and their children. 
The President’s plan really only affects 
those who have lived here for more than five 
years and doesn’t apply to anyone looking 
to enter the country in the future. It doesn’t 
pave a fast-track lane to citizenship for 
undocumented immigrants; it’s a plan that 
gives them the right to a settled, grounded 
and stable existence in the United States.
 A stable existence however, in a not-so 
stable economy, in a not-so-stable country 
may be somewhat of a dream. But this 
will not result from the deportation of 11 
million immigrants. If the United States 
wants to be a beacon of freedom, liberty, 
and opportunity for the world, it needs to 
reform a system that has allowed so many to 
penetrate its borders. Cross it once, shame 
on you;  cross it 11 million times, shame on us. 
 President Obama has made it clear that 
he is sticking to a promise made during his 
first campaign: to fix a system that is “out-
of-date and badly broken, a system that is 
holding us back.” If anything, President 
Obama is standing by his beliefs and 
backing a promise. After all, an elephant’s 
faithful 100%, even if he’s also a donkey.

Answer the Door
By EPHANY WANG, political columnistBy ALEXANDER BOGDANOWICZ, 

political columnist

Congressional election that was widely 
known as a crucial mid-term “report card” 
of the president’s performance. Now that 
the Republicans have taken over Congress 
with 234 Republicans over 201 Democrats, 
the president’s image has been tainted. And 
in following this unfortunate sequence of 
events, President Obama has raced to salvage 
his image by ungratefully blaming both 
the then-Democratic majority of Congress 
for failing to push his policies through and 
as usual, chastising the new Republican 
Congress for their conservative views. 
 Entering the immigration reform conflict 
on this platform, President Obama’s new 
executive order contains considerable 
hypocrisy. As mentioned earlier, the Secure 
Communities Program that encouraged 
federal, state, and local law enforcement 
of laws regarding illegal immigration has 
been dissolved. Strangely, however, the 

president has tightened border security. 
While popular television programs such 
as Border Wars attest to the necessity of 
higher border security, doesn’t it seem 
highly ineffective to take preemptive 
measures to prevent illegal immigration, 
but then put in place policies to allow 
undocumented immigrants, who have 
only remained in the United States for 
a minimum of five years, to stay? With 
an annual average of only 600,000 
apprehensions, the number pales 
severely to the 700,000 that manage to 
enter and remain in the country. Surely, 
the president is capable of achieving more 
than a mere 50% success rate, and again, 
it wouldn’t be unreasonable to point out 
that this hypocrisy may be an Obama 
Administration tactic to appease both 
the ignorant conservative and liberals 
of the United States. Unfortunately, 
the end result will prove ineffective.
 America’s capitalistic society is 
taking a huge blow from the glut of 
undocumented workers in the the 
nation. Just a decade ago under the Bush 
administration, the national employment 
rate floundered as jobs became scarce. 
However, today, out of 11.2 million 
illegal immigrants, eight million of them 
are in the workforce. The other three 
million remain in poverty or in jail. 
As for the children of undocumented 
immigrants (nearly 5.5 million of whom 
have undocumented parents), we will 
see this issue continue to grow. The 
United States has provided resources 
to educate these children but cannot 
legally give them the jobs they deserve 

as based on the merit system. Stepping back, 
it is also necessary to keep in mind that every 
job taken by millions of illegal immigrants 
residing in the United States is another 
job lost to American citizens. Already, 
in many job sectors such as production, 
maintenance, and service, undocumented 
workers comprise an average of five 
percent more than United States citizens. 
 It is up to the Obama Administration to 
begin taking meaningful action to protect 
those who need to be protected and 
bring justice  to  the educated children of 
immigrants who were forced to come into this 
country illegally. Meanwhile, the president 
must also focus on protecting the American 
economy. He may have received a poor report 
card last November from the nation, but that 
should only galvanize him into making a 
substantial difference instead of making a 
scapegoat out of Congress. Just as Wilson 
grew out of his initial tendency to remain 
isolationist as Commander-in-Chief of our 
nation, we can only wait and see if President 
Obama decides to abandon the refuge of the 
middle line and do something for the greater 
good of the nation. Hopefully, his recent 
executive order was just a trial run that 
does not hint at what is to come, and he will 
overturn such a policy before his term ends.

Borderline Failure
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You Know You Go To JPS When...
...finding a dollar in your pocket on the 
day of a pizza, candy, or pretzel sale is the 
happiest moment of your week.
...most of the texts you receive are either 
from your teachers via Remind101 or from 
your friends asking you what you got for 
“number seven.”
...college acceptances inspire more drama 
and gossip than do prom proposals.
...you know there is an event taking place 
after school based on the number of people 
wearing club t-shirts.
...fundraising is the answer to everything…
...unless you’re speaking with an OMer, in 
which case the answer is always duct tape.
...sleep is more of a formality than anything 
else.
...during Spirit Week, Student Council 
representatives will count students who are 
wearing shirts that bear almost no obvious 

relation to the day’s theme.
...for some people, pajama day is every day.
...you sometimes catch yourself humming 
the jingle preceding the sports section of 
the announcements. 
...you’re fairly certain that the number of 
people on crutches goes up every year...
...and you’re starting to think that the leg 
boot is some sort of new fashion fad.
...the birds chirping during pep rallies seem 
to have more enthusiasm than many of the 
spectators...
...until a bee flies by and everybody loses it.
...you’re lucky to find anywhere from 1G to 
4G on your phone throughout the school...
...because you’re usually stuck at “no 
service.”
...posters advertising clubs for students to 
join go up during the first month of school...
...and remain up for the rest of the year. 

...you can’t decide what’s more important 
after your classes: getting to the bus on time 
or buying food in the lobby. 
...the temperature change going from the 
second floor to the first feels as if you went 
from Hawaii to Alaska in five seconds flat...
...and you can’t decide which temperature 
is worse. 
...students wear their winter jackets to class.
...the only way you “sell” t-shirts is by 
trading them for other club t-shirts.
...the pool on the roof isn’t the only pool—
there are several more in the parking lot. 
...people walk all the way to the B wing just 
to use the full-body mirror.
...you buy Project P.I.E.C.E.S. pretzels more 
for the dipping sauce than for the pretzels.
...there are new printers but still no paper.
...you reach to open the door at the top of a 
staircase but grab a handful of air instead, 

because there’s no handle. 
...you happen to join a club (or ten) during 
club photoshoots in the auditorium. 
...the only time it feels like the holidays is 
when you’re in the girls locker room. (In 
case the guys were wondering, there was 
holiday music playing and a Christmas tree 
on the wall).
...the morning traffic extends past Inman 
Shopping Center in one direction and 
halfway to Metuchen High School in the 
other.

These are the musings of a hermit who 
finally crawls out of her reclusive hut to 
explore and discover modern society.

 I HAD ONLY STEPPED out of the 
safety of my beloved 
home today to taste the 
much Instagrammed 
Starbucks pumpkin 
spice latte. But, to 
my utter dismay, it 
was not long before 
I realized that drastic 
changes in the fashion trends 
of society had occurred since I last 
ventured out.
 While on my way to 
Starbucks, I passed by 
several women dressed 
in extremely short tops 
that barely covered 
their midriffs. I knew 
of the recent Great 
Recession, but could it 
be that many people were still 
feeling its effects? Did older sisters really 
have to share apparel with their younger 
siblings because they could not afford 
clothing for themselves? Adding to the scene 

Winteresting Weather

 By PRATEEK KHANDEWAL, freshman,
VERONICA MELIKSETIAN, freshman, 

and ARJUN GOURISHETTY, junior

of poverty were the many people wearing 
tattered jeans! Everywhere I looked, people 
of all ages sported ripped and holey pants.
If I had only known about the widespread 
destitution before I ventured out, I would 
have brought my wholesome pairs of bell-
bottom jeans and gently worn flannel shirts 

a n d 
donated them to these 

unfortunate individuals.
 After finally arriving at Starbucks, I got 

in line to order my beverage when, to my 
surprise, I noticed that almost all the other 
occupants were wearing thickly framed 

 I HEAR ALL MY frozen brethren who greet 
this bone-chilling season with a less-than-
enthusiastic welcome—and I don’t blame 
them. How can one possibly be joyful about 
something that brings too much snow, 
days with fewer hours of sunshine, and an 
unmanageable amount of icy hassles? But 
before you hastily jump on the next plane 
to a warm, tropical beach—accompanied by 
a fruit drink with a tiny umbrella—I must 
remind you that winter is in fact the most 
wonderful time of the year. The positives 
of such a frigid season are always enough to 
thaw our cold hearts.  
 What does not melt as easily, however, 
is the actual ice on the roads, which deters 
us from going outside and enjoying the 
outdoors.  But fear not, because if there’s 
one thing I learned from the Sochi Winter 
Olympics, it’s that our real appreciation for 
winter stems from our value of athletics. 
Not only do many of us enjoy participating 
in (or more accurately, watching) seasonal 
activities, but we also often partake in the 
calorie-burning exercise of shivering at our 
bus stops. You can also increase your exercise 
in other shapes and forms (such as by stealing 
your friend’s gloves and then running from 
said friend to increase your aerobic routine). 

Not only will you get a great workout, but 
you will also couple it with the perfect 
winter diet, which includes 
inhaling holiday cookies 
and chocolates, and then 
washing everything down 
with the peppermint lattes 
that have been selling since 
November (the unofficial 
start of the season). Be sure 
to thank winter for your 
new health kick. 
 But you might find 
yourself thinking, “Why 
bother going outside in 
the tundra-like conditions 
when I can stay indoors, glued 
to Netflix and hibernating 
until the season ends?” 
I’ll be the first to admit 
that when describing 
the winter season 
of Edison, New 
Jersey, saying 
that it gets “a bit 
chilly” out here 
is an extreme 
understatement. 
We are, after all, 
quick to react if any southerners dare to 
cross our path and complain of their “cold” 

winters. We often retaliate with fiery (and 
lengthy) speeches full of examples about 

how it was so cold 
one day that the road to the school parking 
lot doubled as an ice rink. It is because of 
our abominable winters that we have thick 

skin and even thicker jackets (which we 
purchased at discounted prices due to our 

store savvy skills and holiday sale radar). 
Although we sometimes 
take winter for granted, 

we still can’t live without 
it. Admit it: you’re already 
starting to miss those 
sappy Christmas specials 
on television and holiday 
songs on the radio. And 
let’s be honest—winter 
obviously has the best 
holidays (presents 

galore). I highly doubt 
you can channel your 

inner dragon in the middle of 
summer by simply exhaling 

a steamy breath. You 
can love it, you can 

hate it, or you can 
reminisce about 
the days when 
we lived in a 
90-degree weather 
and the only ice 
you saw was in 
a cup (or more 

likely, a bucket). But inevitably, we 
must deal with the fact that winter 
is here, weather you like it or not. 

Fashion Faux Past

By ZENOBIA TAMBOLY, junior

By VICTORIA CHANDRA, junior glasses. Deemed “hipster” or “nerd-faux,” 
such glasses took up half of their wearers’ 
faces and gave them bug-eyed appearances. 
Scared senseless by the mass of bug clones, 
I inched closer to the cashier, hunched over 
the counter, and nervously whispered my 
wish for a cup of pumpkin spice latte to 

the barista. At least he was 
still wearing a fashionable 
piece of clothing: a stylish 
green visor. 
 As I waited for my cup 
of heavenly delight, I 
stared at the ground, trying 

to avoid awkward eye contact 
with an insect lookalike. With my 

gaze cast downwards, I was amazed 
to find evidence that America had 

finally begun shedding its 
weighty reputation as the 
tubbiest nation in the 
world. I couldn’t help 
but notice that with 
their rapidly shrinking 

waistlines, men were 
walking around with their 

trousers sagging below their 
undergarments. Was it a modern custom to 
proudly display one’s “before” jeans, on their 
“after” body? I had mixed feelings about 
this progressive outlook on body image 

because it seemed to have also spawned a 
conservative counteraction: tighter pants! 
Those wishing to oppose the “sagging pants” 
movement retaliated by pinching the seams 
around every nook and cranny. I trembled 
at the thought of societal clash between the 
saggy and the secure.
 But to my relief, I also caught sight of 
a clever fashion innovation: a crossover 
between sneakers and heels. What could 
these possibly be called? Sneels, heelkers? 
Chuckling to myself at the novelty of the 
twenty-first century, I was happy to find 
something I could finally comprehend. 
Athletic wear with four-inch boosts 
combined active footwear with avant-garde 
sophistication—I decided to call it “fitness 
chic.” This new innovation seemed like 
a brilliant solution to aid all short people 
looking to tone their calves and heighten 
their workout experience! At a dismal 5 
feet and 1.9 inches, I resolved to order these 
shoes at once. 
 When the barista finally called out my 
order, I eagerly stepped up to the counter 
and took my drink. I cherished the steaming, 
spicy goodness and reflected upon my brief 
but startling encounter with the fashion 
of modern society. I think I might need 
another Venti pumpkin spice latte before I’m 
ready to venture out into the streets again.

JPSHAWKEYE.COM:
CHECK IT OUT.
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HAWKWHY: keeping you classy
HOW CAN I BECOME CULTURED?

 Culture is the combination of art and 
intellectual advancements that make up our 
civilization. Therefore, to be a functioning 
member of society, one must immerse 
oneself in the art, literature, and knowledge 
that the world has to offer. By doing so, one 
subsequently becomes a perpetuator of great 
culture and quite possibly a creator of new 
world culture.
 But really—you just want to seem cooler 
and have something interesting to discuss in 
your next college interview, right?
 Well, we all know that culture pretty 
much encompasses everything going on in 
society, right down to the very last Buzzfeed 
quiz. But being cultured means immersing 
yourself in the right kind of culture. The 
road to becoming cultured involves lots of 

reading, watching, and listening, but only to 
mind-opening, artsy things that will expand 
your horizons. 
 Here are a few steps that will vastly 
increase your cultural awareness and give 
you something to talk about with that one 
kid who always wears a beret:
 READ THE RIGHT BOOKS. You should start 
by reading the classics. Pick up some of those 
books at Barnes & Noble that are displayed 
at the front with the fancy embossed leather 
covers. And once you bring home a collection 
of F. Scott Fitzgerald short stories, actually 
read them. Not like the time you totally read 
that thousand-page novel in English class. 
 Once you have read a whole shelf of 
classics, you can dip your toes into the realm 
of contemporary literature. Some of the best 
ways to pick novels are to follow word-of-

mouth trends, to look through lists in The 
New Yorker, or to look up whatever that 
guy wearing the thin-rimmed glasses 
and plaid scarf is reading on his Nook at 
Starbucks. 

 Also, be able 
to connect any 
given moment 
in your life 
to a Jack 
Kerouac novel. 
(Alternatively, 
carry any 
one of his 

books around in 
your back pocket at all times for 

reference.)
 WATCH THE RIGHT FILMS. 

From this point on, you will refer 
to all movies as “films.” Cultured 

people wouldn’t be caught dead seeing 
a movie; they see “films.” And they do so 

at a cinema, or better yet, at an art house 

theatre. Once again, it’s good to watch the 
classics. If a movie is in black and white, 
watch it. In addition, if a film was shot in 
black and white significantly after color 
film became widespread and cheap, it is 
automatically art and should already be in 
your Netflix queue.
 For contemporary films that aren’t in 
black and white, you should either watch 
the big Oscar winners or obscure indie films. 
In other words, the films you watch should 
either have the largest budget possible or the 
smallest. Anything in between is fit only for 
the masses. A huge part of being cultured  
is knowing the biographies of the people 
behind the films you watch. Do your research 
beforehand! It’s good to have a favorite actor, 
but even better to have a favorite director, 
writer, and cinematographer. The most 
cultured individuals can list their favorite 
gaffers without hesitation. Above all, don’t 
be that kid who says that Garfield: Tale of 
Two Kitties is his favorite movie.   
 LISTEN TO THE RIGHT MUSIC. You are 
already on the path toward the cultured life 
if you listen to music that isn’t significantly 
digitally modified. Next, you could go down 
the film route and listen exclusively to indie 
music. But really the way to go with music is 
backward. Listen to old music.
 By “old music” you may think I mean The 
Beatles or Bob Dylan. Though they are fine, I 
highly suggest something further back. Jazz? 
Ragtime? Still not old enough. Classical? 
There was a time when Mozart was good 
enough, but even he won’t cut it. Baroque? 
Pachelbel’s great, but you can get a heck 
of a lot older. Think BCE. Ritual caveman 
chanting? Now we’re talking. I’m talking 
about the oldest. I’m talking about before 
people even knew how to make music. The 
most cultured have Spotify playlists that 

consist solely of whale song. Whale song is 
wildly underrated; listen to it.
 Oh, also be ardent about vinyl. Whales 
sound great on vinyl.
 Once you have exposed yourself to all of 
this art, it is important to judge what you have 
seen. A huge part of being cultured is being 
a critic. Even if you are still learning how to 
be cultured and have no frame of reference, 
it is important to judge everything you see. 
After you have determined the quality of a 
work, you should gush about the piece or 
publicly ridicule it (and shoehorn the word 
“derivative” in there). Critique the plot, 
characters, and setting, and don’t forget to 
mention the soundtrack, pacing, and lighting. 
Most importantly, only gush about the films, 
books, and art that you have confirmed to 
be critic-approved. There is nothing more 
embarrassing than liking something that is 
not a “good” piece of culture. However, it is 
perfectly acceptable for you to dislike what 
the cultured people have already deemed 
“brilliant.” Even if you don’t like Jean-Luc 
Godard, you are automatically cultured for 
knowing who he is. You get an added bonus 
for having an opinion on his work, and if you 
proclaim that you aren’t a fan of his brand of 
French New Wave cinema, then you are the 
most cultured of all. 
  If you have made it this far into the 
article, I’m sure you have realized that the 
journey to becoming cultured is long and 
arduous. But if you follow the steps I have 
laid out for you, I assure you that by the end 
of your very last nonce poem you will feel 
like the most hipster person you know, and 
you’ll have the best answer to that favorite 
movie question on college applications. By 
the end of your journey, you will emerge an 
unbelievably socially-sophisticated human 
being.  Welcome to the club. 
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       Conquering
 Mornings

Under The Sea
The start of a new year always marks the start of a new journey of facing difficulties, overcoming 
obstacles, and achieving dreams. To succeed in any novel venture, we must first be willing to dive into 
waves of uncertainty. Through waves and currents and the occasional riptide, we must learn how to 
approach and conquer the difficulties we face. From managing to wake up early in the morning to 
meeting our New Years’ resolutions to finding ways to “sea deeper” into the world around us, this year, 
let’s set sail on a course that will lead us into a glistening horizon of possibility. 

Part of Our World
By ALICIA KANG, freshman

 THE BREAK OF DAWN. No, not that terrible book by Stephanie Meyer, but 
rather, early morning when the sun is  just beginning to peek above the horizon, sending waves of 

cascading golden light across blankets of snow. And amidst this picturesque scene of optimism, there you are, 
stuck in the seemingly perpetual battle against time. On one hand, you know that school starts in forty minutes, that you 

have little time to spare, and that you simply cannot spend any more time in bed. But your warm sheets call to you 
as you step out into the cold breeze of 30 degree winter mornings; the soft cloth wraps around and clings to your 

body, tempting you to remain in bed. 
 This everlasting morning battle cannot be overstated; it is no coincidence that a simple Google search “how 

to wake up” produces about 233,000,000 results (in only 0.28 seconds). Starting the day is a difficult aspect of all of 
our mornings, one that could be easily solved if we could simply pause time for a couple of minutes—or even hours—

depending on how sleepy we are. Of course, such a feat would require groundbreaking research in quantum mechanics 
and physics, something I cannot offer you. What I can offer you, however, is insight into how exactly we can tackle this 

battle against mornings.
 Oftentimes, we find ourselves resorting to the most unorthodox of methods to ensure we wake up on time. We 
attempt to hire someone to hit a gong at decibels increasing in intervals of ten,  plan on paying a mariachi band to play 
lively 18th century songs, and spend countless hours constructing complex chain reactions to pour buckets of ice water 
on ourselves. In short, our desperation leads us back to setting alarms, which we ultimately sleep right through. (For 
those who are desperate enough, there exist bizarre alarm clocks, ranging from physical toys that will race around your 
room—think Tom & Jerry—to clocks that produce noises equivalent to those of jackhammers). Yet, the sad truth is that 
we do eventually need to get up, whether it takes a jackhammer or our moms yelling at us, to uncurl, lift the edges of 
our covers, and roll onto the floor to begin our day.
 But when we finally manage to trudge out of bed, a simple glance outside is enough to revert us back to to our 
lethargic habits. As we are now in the middle of winter, waking up to the night sky fills us with despair and crushes the 

little hope we still have.
 Okay, so maybe your mornings aren’t that emotional. But instead of treating 

this situation as a living nightmare, try resolving this problem with an optimistic 
mindset. Just think about all the great things that can happen today: when you go to 

the vending machine, you might get two Snapples instead of one! And according to some 
meteorologists, Monday is the least rainy day of the week. Today’s the day to break out those 

new suede shoes of yours! And don’t forget that the chance of winning the Powerball is one out of 
175,000,000. If you ignore all the 0’s, you have a great chance of winning the lottery today! 

 Whatever you decide, now that you’ve successfully left your bed, you can’t disregard the breeze 
that sends shivers down your spine. In the time that you have spent contemplating whether to get up 

or not, you probably could have gotten ready and arrived at school by now. But that’s okay, because 
even if you’re taking your millionth trip to the attendance office today, you can be excused from your 

detention by saving the world from a massive tidal wave tomorrow morning. That is, if you  
                                                              manage to get out of bed.

 ON THE SURFACE, Disney movies have straightforward morals: listen to your parents; there are rewards for those who work hard; and 
the impossible is possible with a bit of luck. However, contrary to popular belief, these “cliché” morals that we learned as children are still 
applicable to our lives today. Here are a few lessons Disney really wanted you to take away from its movies:

BEAUTY AND THE BEAST
 Belle shows us that looks are not everything. She accepts Beast for who he really is, proving 
that bad hair days are not the end of the world; your classmates know that what’s inside is 
what really counts. And Belle probably would have accepted Beast even if he had not turned 
back into a handsome prince... probably.

CINDERELLA
 Cinderella is often censured for her inability 
to stand up against her wicked stepfamily, but 

she actually shows great inner strength. The 
next time a teacher assigns groups for the 

marking period project, just remember: 
if Cinderella can scrub the floors, 

dust the drapes, and feed the 
chickens every day, then you 

can survive working on 
the project with that 

lazy partner of 
yours.

By ANEESH DESHPANDE, junior

 A TRIBUTE TO THOSE WHO DON’T REALLY CREATE RESOLUTIONS LISTS…
Want to become an athlete? Try licking your tongue. And then your elbow.

Interested in becoming musically talented? Master the art of playing the piano. With mittens on.
Make a resolution to make a resolution this year. See, you’re already making progress! 

...AND LAST BUT NOT LEAST, FOR ALL THOSE WHO SIMPLY WISH THEY WERE BETTER.
 Nobody’s perfict.

These tips are bound to be of great assistance to anyone struggling with their resolutions. However, as wonderful as these pointers 
may be, many people will inevitably fail. If you do not manage to achieve your resolutions, remember to take a break and continue 

pursuing the impossible. After all, if at first you don’t succeed, try and try and try and try and try until you do. 



MONSTERS, INC.
 Sulley shows us that little creatures are not always 
as threatening as they seem: Boo is not nearly as 
scary as the monsters imagine her to be. So the 
next time a spider crawls onto your homework, 
just remember that it is not going to hurt you (deep 
breaths, deep breaths).

SNOW WHITE AND THE SEVEN DWARFS
 Snow White teaches us that accepting apples from 
old ladies is dangerous, but that living with seven 
male strangers is perfectly fine. Disney nailed this 
lesson: when deciding who to room with, keep in 
mind that the strangers are okay to room with as long 
as they are short. Do not trust the tall ones.

THE LITTLE MERMAID
 Ariel deliberately disobeys her father, 
lies about her identity, and makes a deal 
with one of the scariest villains ever 
devised in Disney history. But, while 
her actions are questionable, Ariel 
goes through quite a lot to achieve her 
dreams and eventually finds herself 
living on land as a princess. She does 
the impossible, and, if Ariel can grow 
legs, you can pass the next history 
quiz (it is possible—you just have to 
believe).

ALADDIN
 As long as the protagonist is a dashing young 
boy, it doesn’t matter if he steals from the working 
middle class—let’s just call him the underdog. 
Besides, there is a deeper meaning behind this 
movie: keep a pet tiger around. He’ll ward off any 
unwanted suitors.

FINDING NEMO
 This movie’s moral is rather straightforward: 
Nemo should have listened to his dad. Admit it, we 
have all gotten lost at a crowded mall or two by not 
staying next to our good ol’ folks. So the next time 
your parents start to lecture you, just remember: 
what they’re saying is not all nonsense. After all, 
Nemo really should not have touched the butt.

SLEEPING BEAUTY
 Though Aurora is asleep for most of the 
movie, she can still teach us a valuable lesson. 
If our princess can wake from a deep, cursed 
slumber looking flawless, then you can stop 
pressing that snooze button and still be able to 
face the day looking somewhat decent. 

 Although Disney films often appear to deal 
with superficial themes and fantasy stories, 
their deeper messages are still relevant to our 
lives today. So whether you’re stuck baby-
sitting younger siblings and they ask you to 
watch Cinderella with them, or you just feel 
like going on a nostalgic movie marathon, do 
not be ashamed to embrace your inner Disney.

New Year’s Resolutions
By GRACE CHUNG, junior

AS NEW YEAR CELEBRATIONS WRAP UP, many inspired individuals 
begin to form their New Year’s resolutions, swearing their 
undying loyalties to schedules and to-do lists in attempts 
to accomplish their goals. However, many others insist that 

resolutions are irrational and actually very much unachievable. 
Though this might be true in some instances, worry not, for there’s still 

hope. With a little guidance, you will succeed on your journey to triumph. 
The keys to conquering your New Year’s resolutions can be found right here.

 
TO BEGIN, LET’S ADDRESS THOSE STRESSING…

Worried about your low grades? Keep in mind that therapy is expensive. Bubble wrap is 
cheap. It’s your choice.

If you’re fed up with that one annoying kid on the bus, just remember that silence is golden 
but duct tape is silver.

Can’t seem to wake up early? That’s alright. Although the early bird gets the worm, the late mouse gets the cheese. So 
just sleep in.

 ...AND THOSE WHO WANT TO BE A TAD BIT HEALTHIER.
If you want to “lose a couple,” be aware that the center of donuts is one-hundred percent fat-free.

For those attempting to diet, never go back for seconds. Simply cram everything you want to eat all onto your plate the first 
time—it’s quite an exercise.

If you feel insecure about your body, don’t worry. You’re always in shape. Any shape.
A good rule to follow, food junkies: if your hand can’t fit into the Pringles can, it’s time to stop and take action.

FOR THOSE TRYING TO MAKE IT IN THE REAL WORLD…
If you’re thousands of dollars in debt, need to pay your mortgage, and are on the verge of losing your cable subscription for the 

month, borrow from a pessimist. He won’t expect the money back.
It’s alright if you don’t like math, as long as you’re fine with counting your money.

Having too much on your plate is totally fine, too. Just remember to never do the whole job when half will do. Be economical.

...AND FOR THE LAZY ONES.
Being a couch potato isn’t that bad. Since the number of calories burned while watching a two-hour long horror movie is equivalent to  

 the amount burned during a 30 minute-long walk, you can take your pick.
 Here’s a piece of inspirational advice: to exercise means to die healthier and you only live once! If you ever feel like working out, just 

do it in the morning before your brain wakes up and realizes.

 A TRIBUTE TO THOSE WHO DON’T REALLY CREATE RESOLUTIONS LISTS…
Want to become an athlete? Try licking your tongue. And then your elbow.

Interested in becoming musically talented? Master the art of playing the piano. With mittens on.
Make a resolution to make a resolution this year. See, you’re already making progress! 

...AND LAST BUT NOT LEAST, FOR ALL THOSE WHO SIMPLY WISH THEY WERE BETTER.
 Nobody’s perfict.

These tips are bound to be of great assistance to anyone struggling with their resolutions. However, as wonderful as these pointers 
may be, many people will inevitably fail. If you do not manage to achieve your resolutions, remember to take a break and continue 

pursuing the impossible. After all, if at first you don’t succeed, try and try and try and try and try until you do. 
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Honorable Intentions Model SuccessStudents First

 THE NATIONAL Honor Society conducted 
its annual ceremony to induct juniors and 
seniors into the organization on December 11.
 The night began with a recitation of the 
Pledge of Allegiance, which was immediately 
followed by a rendition of “The Star Spangled 
Banner” by eight chamber choir members, 
led by senior Shiv Nadkarni. Senior 
chamber choir performer 
and NHS member 
Joanna Kantilierakis 
commented, “Having the 
opportunity to sing ‘The 
Star Spangled Banner’ 
was surreal, because 
just last year, I was the 
one in the audience 
watching the seniors 
perform. It was definitely 
a bittersweet moment.”
 After the singing of 
the national anthem and 
a short introduction by 
NHS president Jennifer 
Burkhart, Ms. Pawlikowski congratulated 
the new inductees and explained the 
importance of taking initiative once 
inducted into the society. Then, the board 
explained the significance of the four 
pillars of the society: scholarship, service, 
leadership, and character. After explaining 
each pillar, the board member lit the candle 
that represented that particular pillar.
 Following the ceremony, the inductees 
lined up along the sides of the auditorium 
to light their own candles and recited the 
National Honor Society pledge. After the 
pledge, the chamber choir octet led the 
singing of the Alma Mater.  Upon finishing 
the song, the inductees extinguished their 
candles and began the traditional walk up the 
stage where they were presented certificates 
and flowers.  After inductees descended the 
flight of stairs from the stage, they signed 
their names in the JP Stevens chapter of the 
NHS ledger and proudly returned to their 
seats as honorary members of the society.
 After thanking the students and teachers 
who had contributed in making the induction 

 ON NOVEMBER 15, numerous schools 
across New Jersey and New York joined 
together to participate in the much 
anticipated Model UN Conference hosted by 
JP Stevens. Students from middle schools and 
high schools debated tirelessly to represent 
their country to the best of their abilities.
 The invigorating day began with a speech 
by Sami H. Elmansoury, a popular public 
speaker well known for his writings on many 
different topics, ranging from education to 
security. During his speech, Elmansoury 
brought up his travels around the world. 
He stated that one should never classify a 
country by its struggles, but rather, should 
be open to broader perspectives. Senior 
Simmi Sharma, vice president of Model 
UN, remarks, “To interact and hear from 
someone who’s been involved in MUN  and 
to see his success is extremely inspiring.”
 As the day progressed, different 
committees began their debates. Within 
the six committees, there were three 
specialized committees, one general 
assembly, and one crisis committee. The 
general assembly, which focused on politics 
and decolonization, discussed private 
military security companies and human 
rights during armed conflict. The general 
assembly placed a particular focus on ISIS 
and other terrorist associations. The last 
assembly, the Bilderberg Committee of 
Directors, was the crisis committee. 20 
students in this committee created a fictional 
executive board to dicuss their ideas. 
 The conference was unique because it was 
coordinated entirely by students, with little 
assistance from the MUN advisor. Senior 
Ankita Verma reflects, “The conference was 
an incredible experience for both the staff and 
the delegates. Every minute of the conference 
was crazy, awesome, or interesting. But 
above all, it was simply unforgettable.”
 The conference enforced dedication into 
the participants. Senior Jessica Francis, 
president of MUN, says, “We were stressed 
because this was the largest JPSMUN in the 
school’s history, but all our hard work came 
to fruition and it was a definite success.”

a success and once again congratulating 
the new inductees, the board members 
concluded the ceremony and invited 
the students and the audience members 
to the small reception in the cafeteria.
 Upon leaving the auditorium, family 
members congratulated the students who 
headed toward the cafeteria to enjoy a 
wonderful array of desserts all catered by 
FCCLA. Junior Samika Parab remarks, 

“We are all so grateful to have supportive 
family members, advisors, friends and 
teachers who were with us every step of 
the way, through the application process 
and the induction itself.  National Honor 
Society is extremely prestigious. We are all 
honored to be part of something like this 
and to receive such merit for it as well.”
 Of course, the ceremony could not have 
been possible without the dedication and 
hard work of the NHS board members 
and the advisor Mrs. Hasner. By planning, 
organizing, and conducting an afterschool 
rehearsal along with multiple club meetings, 
they were able to ensure that the night ran 
smoothly and that the ceremony was one 
to remember for all new and old members.
 The night marked the beginning of a 
new chapter in the lives of these students 
as scholars and leaders. It marked 
the start of their quest to spread their 
good character and their willingness to 
serve others. As Principal Pawlikowski 
explained in her speech, the induction is 
not the end, but in fact, just the beginning. 

By SAMARTH PATEL, freshman

 EVERY YEAR, JP Stevens names one of its 
teachers as the Teacher of the Year. This year, 
Ms. Kate Rosenberg was selected. She is a 
Special Education teacher who created the 
Project P.I.E.C.E.S. program and helps teach 
disabled students how to become integral 
parts of society. Many of these programs not 
only involve her students, but also involve 
the rest of our school’s faculty and students. 
To learn more about her teaching ideals and 
thoughts on receiving the award, we sat 
down with her for a few minutes and we 
asked her a couple of questions.

QUESTION: How did you first become 
inspired to pursue teaching as a career?
ANSWER: I have always wanted to be a 
teacher. Several of my family members 
are also teachers, and I have always loved 
playing school with my little sister.

QUESTION: What is your favorite part of 
teaching?
ANSWER: My favorite part of teaching is 
seeing the kids use something that they 
learned or seeing them model really good 
behavior. I love it when the kids I have 
now had for four or five years kindly tell 
the younger students that they need to “act 
like a high school kid” or assist them when 
paying for something at the store. It can 
sometimes takes years to learn new skills, 
but when these skills are mastered, the kids 
have such a huge sense of confidence that 
positively affects their behavior and desire 
to learn more.

QUESTION: What strengths do you possess 
that you find are especially useful while 
teaching your students?
ANSWER: I have learned how to anticipate 
what activities will be difficult for students 
and modify the lesson in several ways so that 
all of the kids are challenged on their own 
levels.

QUESTION: Obviously, there must be 
something extraordinary about your work 
and teaching for you to be the teacher of the 
year. For you, what do you think it is?
ANSWER: It’s the kids. They are absolutely 
extraordinary. They show people around 
them that everyone should be accepted for 
who they are and that everyone should be 
proud of themselves.

QUESTION: At the end of the year, what 
teachings do you want your students to take 
away?
ANSWER: I hope that they learn a sense of 
independence and have the knowledge that 
they can learn to do things for themselves 
and to become self-confident individuals.
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snippets of JP life 
and beyond 53: goals scored by the 

boys varsity soccer team 
this past season

23: teachers and 
alumni combined featured 
in the “50 Year Celebration”

By PALNA MEHTA, junior

ISHIKA GOVIL
Students wait in anticipation before being inducted into 
the JP Stevens chapter of the National Honor Society.

Bridging Generations
By DEEKSHA UDUPA, freshman

“WHEN I FACE a mirror, I see darkness, 
not a reflection, or a destination, or 
even an inkling or shadow as to what 
I am or where I am going,” narrated 
junior Joanna Linn in her monologue. 
 In a play titled The Lost Generation, the 
members of  BRIDGES discussed topics 
that most teenagers usually find rather 
uncomfortable, such as being alone, having an 
unsuccessful future, and discovering oneself.
 This production was different from the 
conventional BRIDGES events. Usually, 
the club holds an annual Christmas party to 
promote holiday cheer for autistic children, 
but this year, the BRIDGES community 
performed a play that spoke to and for 
this generation. Like any event, this show 
involved a great amount of  time and hard 
work. Since the play was planned just a few 
weeks before it was presented, the students 
had to spend countless hours together to 
ensure the production of  an impeccable 
show. The members of  BRIDGES met 
for rehearsal almost everyday after school. 
Spending so much time together on a daily 

basis helped the students to bond and become 
very close, until they eventually thought 
of  each other as family. Freshman Jessie 
Racioppi stated, “The whole experience to 
prepare for the show was extremely stressful 
and, at times, many people were annoyed 
with each other. But at the end of  the day, 
we are a family—one big crazy family.”
 There was a piece of  every member in 
this performance.  Before reciting the poem 

“The Lost Generation” by fourteen-year-
old Jonathan Reed, each student delivered 
a unique monologue they wrote themselves. 
All of  the writings were based on struggles 
that students or their loved ones had 
overcome. “I think the most amazing part 
about this project was the freedom that 
we gave the writers. We just told them, 
‘Write something that you feel passionate 
about, that you feel your generation needs 

to know.’ And that’s exactly what they did. 
The script didn’t come first, our hearts 
and voices did,” reflected Joanna Linn.
 The BRIDGES members ended their 
show with their recitation of  the poem 
“The Lost Generation.” This poem 
explains how this generation both is and 
isn’t the lost generation through the use 
of  a palindrome. When recited from 
top to bottom, Reed explains how this 
generation is truly lost in society. When read 
from the bottom up, the audience can see 
that there is actually hope for the future.  
 Mr. Smith, the advisor of  BRIDGES, 
remarks, “I am so proud of  my students.  
Words like ‘family’ and ‘caring’ are 
thrown around quite a lot these days, but 
BRIDGES lives up to those words.  In my 
fifteen years of  BRIDGES, I have never 
had a group of  students who were able 
to do something as amazing as The Lost 
Generation in such a short amount of  
time.” Through this simple and powerful 
performance, BRIDGES students were 
able to voice the opinions of  many unheard 
people with words that left an impact on 
audience members and participants alike. 

“‘Write something that you feel passionate 

about, that you feel your generation needs to 

know.”  - Joanna Linn



Changes, contd.

Joining ForcesFeliz Festivities 

the way that students learn.
 Four years ago, smartboards were 
uncommon and often too unreliable to use 
efficiently. 2011 marked their permanent 
introduction into the classroom, and 
while there was an adjustment period, 
they quickly became a significant part 
of the learning experience. Mr. Alfonzo, 
trigonometry and pre-Calculus teacher, 
remarks, “I can seamlessly integrate photos, 
diagrams, and videos into the presentation, 
making everything more dynamic, 
interesting, and relevant for my classes!”
 The use of technology within the science 
department has also  been augmented over 
the past four years, as the acquisition of 
labware and software has been a priority 
for the Edison Board of Education. This 
motivation to expand the use of these devices 
is primarily based on the idea that, as physics 

 ON DECEMBER 18, the annual Bandboozle 
dance, hosted by the JP Stevens Band 
Enthusiasts Acting Together club, took 
place to raise money for the VH1 Save the 
Music Foundation. Mr. Zazzali, one of 
JP Stevens’ band teachers, explains that 
“The VH1 Save the Music Foundation 
is a non-profit organization committed 
to ensuring that music instruction is a 
core component to a complete education, 
giving children the tools and confidence 
to excel in academics and in life.” 
 As students strolled into JP Stevens on that 
night, they could already hear the beat of the 
music reverberating throughout the halls. In 
accordance  with  this  year’s   superhero theme, 
many students dressed up as Hollywood 
favorites. Freshman Anhar Islam says, “It 
was great to see all the different costumes 
that everyone came up with. There was 
a variety of selections that ranged from 
Captain America to Spiderman, all of which 
demonstrated the students’ interests.”
 As soon as the disco lights lit up the 
dark cafeteria, students began to dance 
energetically. At the same time, many 
students clustered in front of a television 
and played Wii games while others took 
photographs in front of a backdrop. The 
winners of the costume contest were seniors 
Kobi Dent and Victoria Yakubovich, who 
were dressed as Mermaid Man and Barnacle 
Boy. Kobi Dent comments, “Bandboozle 
always has wacky themes, and it was fun 
to see the other students’ creativity shine 
through with the theme of superheroes.”
 This year’s dance was a great success 
because students proved that they did 
not have to have super powers to plan an 
unforgettable dance for a charitable cause.

teacher Mr. McMullen put it, “Learning 
through hands-on activities is essential 
to understanding any science discipline.” 
Newer apparatus like laptops and iPads 
loaded with advanced simulation softwares 
allow science teachers to demonstrate 
properties that could not be practically 
observed  firsthand in a classroom.
 The introduction of the Music Technology 
course marked a shift in the history of the 
JP music program, as it departed from the 
traditional realm of educating students 
to perform music to emphasizing the 
recording and editing aspects of music 
production. Mr. Huaman, the course’s 
teacher, explains that “In the past, musicians 
had to go to a recording studio and pay 
very high fees to record, while now, even 
with a limited budget, musicians have 
access to recording software that presents 

By CHITHRA SUBRAMONIAN, junior

 NAVIDAD, the annual Christmas party 
held by the Spanish Honor Society (SHH) 
on December 19, was a celebration of 
both Spanish culture and Christmas. 
As students walked into the cafeteria, 
they were greeted with the sounds
of traditional salsa music and the scents of 
authentic Spanish dishes such as paella, 
empanadas, and burritos. Advisor Señora 
Martinez remarks, “Navidad is a great time 
to share Spanish culture and invite students 
to come and enjoy the  spirit of the holiday.” 
She kicked off the event by dancing the 
salsa and was soon joined by more and more 
students on the dance floor. Together, they 
danced to a  variety  of  Latin  songs and 
party favorites, such as the “Cha-Cha Slide.”

 The party’s success can be credited 
mainly to the SHH Executive Board, 

which planned the event and served food 
to their fellow students. The members 
thanked all the students who had attended 
the event and gifted Señora Martinez a 
bracelet to thank her for  her dedication 
and hard work. Senior board member 
Tanya Banerjee comments, “The students 
involved really helped us a lot. Thanks to 
them, we were able to have a great turnout!”
 The celebration ended on a high note, 
with many Spanish Honor Society members 
taking pictures by the Christmas tree. Junior 
Nili Patel reflects, “The event was a great 
way to celebrate Christmas with my friends. 
I had a fantastic time trying out some dishes 
I had never had before, and I even got to 
salsa with Señora Martinez!” Navidad was 
both an exposure to a rich and vibrant 
culture and a great way to end the year. 
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By GRACE WANG, freshman

After enjoying a delicious dinner, 
students dance to the lively music. 

RIYA SATHWARA

an incredible amount of options to record 
and edit sound.” The devices used in class 
range from keyboards to microphones to 
computers, allowing musicians of all types to 
expand their horizons. “Music technology,” 
Mr. Huaman elaborates, “covers a very 
wide spectrum of possibilities that, when 
reinforced with solid musical instruction, 
can help a musician become ready for the 
challenges of the current music industry.”
 Perhaps the most important result of the 
modernization of the JP classroom is that 
students are moving away from the customs 
of memorization and repetition, and are now 
learning through experiences similar to real-
life situations. The steps which have been 
taken over the last few years to facilitate 
this change have been critical; they mark 
a turning point not only in JP history, but  
also  in  the  history of education as a whole.
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Talent, contd.

afterward came the scenes from 
Shakespearean classics, such as the ever-so-
popular duel from Romeo and Juliet. Chaos 
ran rampant when scenes from Jekyll and 
Hyde and Dracula were enacted under the 
heading “Murder and Mayhem.” The last 
section, titled “Love and Loss,” dealt with 
romance and heartbreak, and was followed 
by the grand finale: the song “42nd Street.”
 Every expression conveyed and each word 
uttered had a tremendous impact, whether 
the audience’s reaction took the form of 
roaring laughter or gaping astonishment. 
The dances were choreographed perfectly, 
each fully using the stage and the aisles as 
mediums to immerse the audience. The 
lyrical power that the soloists demonstrated 
was a testament to the enthusiasm that 
the performers exhibited. Junior Shravan 
Hariharan says, “The acting and the singing 
reminded me why I go every year. The scenes 
were flawless, and I loved how alumni and 
faculty were incorporated into the play. I 
definitely spent my Thursday night right.”
 While the performers were captivating, 
the success of the show cannot be credited to 
the actors alone—the art crew and technical 
team were also essential to the performance. 
The colossal background, courtesy of the 
art crew, was a painted image of 42nd 
street, New York, the home of some of the 
country’s most renowned theatres. As junior 
art crew member Maria Galochkin stated, 
the team managed to “paint the posters, 
hang billboards, set pieces, stage extension, 

JP History, contd.

Theatre, contd.

A Munificent Meal

and the entire back wall in a matter of 
roughly two months through constructions, 
rehearsals, tech week, after school, on the 
weekends, during breaks, and worst of all: 
through tech week blackouts.” 
 The performance was a decisive success  —
the integration of the artwork, technology, 
acting, vocals, and choreography was 
flawless, and the opportunity to work with 
JP alumni made the performance one of a 
kind. Senior performer Matthew Freeman 

finds it more enjoyable and less tiring.
 Competing both on a team for her 
gymnastics school and independently for 
JP Stevens, Shannon explains that there 
is a tremendous difference between the 
two, a difference marked most distinctly by 
the amount of support she receives. When 
competing with her team as opposed to 
independently, Shannon feels like she is part 
of a family who mentally prepares her as a 
competitor and as a person. With this positive 
setting, she finds it becomes markedly easier 
to compete. 
 After being a gymnast for eight years, 
Shannon has discovered many qualities about 
herself which she wouldn’t have known 
otherwise. Because of her own competitive 
nature and hardworking attitude, she 
has learned how to control her stress and 
stay relaxed under significant pressure. 

Megha weeks before the show. He says, 
“When I first asked Megha to be my co-
host, I emphasized the need to look elegant 
and modern, almost like homage to the 
50th anniversary.” Both of them wanted a 
word that meant fabulous and glamorous. 
Devin goes on to explain, “That’s where 
‘Kardashon’ comes from. It was our attempt 
to be avant-garde. The relationship on stage 
was really a satire of our friendship.”
 Of course, the performances themselves 
were the highlights of the night. The first 
performers were juniors Priya Mukherjee, 
Melody Oztan, and Anish Soni, who 
presented a mash-up of “Rather Be” by 
Clean Bandit and Jess Glynne and “3005” by 
Childish Gambino. Priya says, “It was rough 
for me that day because I had to go back and 
forth with a MUN conference as well. But, in 
the end, it was all worth it.”  
 Sophomores Annum Haqqi, Ria 
Karangutkar, and Simran Belani, took 
the stage with  their acoustic mash-up of 
Maroon 5 songs.  Sophomores Shyamala 
Subramanian and Victoria Tan also blended 
two styles when they sang Taylor Swift’s 
“Blank Space” and played the ukulele.
 Freshman Matt Curte entertained the 
audience with his performance of “Sorry for 
Party Rocking.” Then, junior Veronica and 
freshman Gabriel Beltran choreographed 
their moves to “Partition” by Beyonce. 
Likewise, seniors Aditi Shah and Sarika 
Agarwal danced to a fast-paced number that 
included the most popular hip-hop songs, 
such as “Na Na” by Trey Songz.
 The audience was also exposed to 
other art forms, such as a martial arts 
routine presented by seniors Jack Chiu 
and Lawrence Lin. After the intermission, 
senior Jaquille Sharp brought a new talent 
to the stage: rapping. He wrote the rap and 
dedicated it to his grandmother. In addition, 
juniors Shekhar Kripalani, Umang Sheth, 
and freshman Varun Das represented the 
JPS drumline successfully with a drum-off.
 After viewing all the performances, the 
judges had to decide which three teams 
would proceed to round two. The panel 
of judges included Ms. Biloholowski, Mr. 
Mayes, Mr. McMullen, and Ms. O’Neill, who 
went backstage to finalize their choices. 
Mr. Mayes comments, “All of the acts this 
year were so entertaining and talented, I 
felt as if I was splitting hairs to pick the 
top three!” The second round started with 
Shyamala and Victoria, who sang “Sweater 
Weather” by The Neighborhood.  Next up 
were Veronica and Gabriel, who danced to 
“Burning Up” by Jessie J. Shekhar, Umang, 
and Varun with a series of catchy rhythms. as 
they moved across the stage pounding their 
drums.
 When it was time to announce the winners, 
the audience waited in anticipation. The top 
three contestants stood on stage silently, 
awaiting the ultimate result. The hosts, 
after taking a long pause to heighten the 
audience’s anticipation, finally announced 
the winners: Veronica and Gabriel Beltran. 
Veronica explains, “Winning was just a 
bonus. The real joy was having the chance 
to showcase our talent and being able to 
perform with our talented peers.” Indeed, all 
the students who performed that night were 
winners for demonstrating their talent and 
having the courage to do so.

Freshman Shannon Gregory 
executes a flip on the 
beam at a competition.

Gymnastics has also allowed Shannon to 
develop into a stronger person, both mentally 
and physically. When participating in the 
skills portion of a gymnastics competition, 
these qualities allow her to push any fears 
away and execute her routine impeccably.
 Through gymnastics, Shannon has grown 
into a diligent athlete. Using the help she 
receives from her team, her passion for 
gymnastics, and her dedication, Shannon 
feels that she has matured into a confident 
gymnast and young adult. Although she 
has won many awards and has achieved a 
great deal in her gymnastics career already, 
she feels that her highest achievement was 
qualifying to participate in the Level Nine 
Eastern Nationals Competition. She says, 
“To be in Nationals felt like a dream come 
true, for all my meticulous practices and 
countless hours at the gym finally paid off.”

By SAMARTH PATEL, freshman

 AS STUDENTS WALKED into the cafeteria 
on Friday evening, November 14, they 
were greeted by the festive environment 
of the holiday season. Hosted by Key 
Club, French Alliance, and Students for 
Environmental Awareness (S.E.A.), the 
annual Holiday Dinner raised money for the 
Children’s Specialized Hospital. Students 
put in a tremendous amount of hard work 
to transform the JP Stevens cafeteria into a 
banquet hall for the night. 
 The normal lunch tables were hardly 
recognizable under orange tablecloths 
decorated with origami pumpkins. Bright 
icicle lights and chairs created a stage for 
student performances. On the opposite side 
of the room, student volunteers arranged 
food generously donated by 11 restaurants. 

 It didn’t take long for students to start 
crowding the cafeteria. By 5:30 pm, the aroma 
of food from a number of other restaurants 
drew in crowds of hungry students. Within 
minutes of starting the event, the dinner line 
stretched the whole length of the cafeteria. 
From sandwiches to biriyani, there was food 
suited for everyone’s tastes.
 The feast provided a great opportunity 
for students to eat a meal with their friends. 
Unable to see many of his classmates during 
the school day, freshman Atharv Kulkarni 
explains, “I loved that I could finally eat a 
meal with my friends next to me instead of 
exchanging rushed words in the hallways.” 
 The holiday cheer was heightened by 
the musical performances of the Chamber 
Choir and the Orchestra Quartet. Singing 
along to “Let it Snow” and “Twelve Days 
of Christmas,” students were finally able to 

embrace the joy of the upcoming holidays.
 At 6:30 pm, senior Dharmesh Patel, 
president of Key Club, thanked the students 
for contributing to the fundraiser. Senior 
Karishma Patel, vice president of Key Club, 
remarks, “The amount of time and energy 
put into coordinating this event really 
reflected in its overall success. We raised 
well over $850 and collected over 100 toys. 
It’s heartwarming to know that so many 
people came to an event that supports such 
a worthwhile cause!”
 As the dinner line slowly dwindled, the 
Holiday Dinner came to an end.  With over 150 
students who attended, the event was truly 
a success. After attending the dinner for his 
first time, freshman Jagat Patel comments, “I 
didn’t expect there to be anything more than 
food, but after experiencing the festivities, 
I can’t wait to come again next year.”

party for their students. Students gather 
together to read stories such as “The Night 
Before Lab Reports” and to sing popular 
carols modified to fit the theme of chemistry, 
such as “Dashing Through the Lab.” The 
teachers also light a tree made of chemistry 
equipment, such as test tubes and beakers. 
Sophomore Karen Jiang commented, “It 
was an amazing experience, singing carols, 
watching the Yule log burn, and participating 
in one of the longest traditions of JP.” The 
Chemistree is a familiar tradition for many 
students and alumni. The event was started 
by a former chemistry teacher who taught at 
JP when the school was founded. Over the 
course of the Chemistree’s history thirty-
year-long history, the tradition has expanded 
far beyond its humble beginnings. 
 Unconventional traditions, not exclusive 
to academics, have also permeated the JP 

Stevens athletic programs. One of the most 
renowned rituals can be seen when the boys 
varsity soccer team members dye their hair 
blonde as a pre-season ritual.  Mr. Cantalupo 
recalled, “The tradition started during my 
junior year of high school.  It really began 
as a joke when some of the players dyed 
part of their hair at one of our Eats.  Before 
you knew it, everyone decided to do it the 
same night.” The practice has been carried 
on ever since. Typically, the players gather 
at one of the team captains’ houses to dye 
their hair. This year’s team members view 
the tradition as a form of good luck. Senior 
Connor Shah added, “The hair bleaching 
tradition is unique because it’s all about our 
team’s camaraderie, and it unites us on and 
off the field.”
 Customs at JP Stevens, which seem 
atypical at first, have become integral parts 

felt that the opportunity to work with 
alumni who were veterans in the field of the 
performing arts was the chance of a lifetime; 
he adds that it was “cool to talk to them 
about their experiences as past performers 
in the JP Theatre.” He adds, “We were able 
to learn so much from them.”  The effort 
put forth resulted in a show that stood 
out as a testament to the hard work and 
dedication that the JP Theatre Company 
have exhibited for the past 50 years.

SHANNON GREGORY

of the student culture. They have become 
defining features which form connections 
between our school’s past and present and 
ultimately contribute to its unique identity. 
These traditions tie students together by the 
common thread of a valued history. 

33: green “Do the Right 
Thing!” posters

26: plays featured in the 
JP Theatre Company’s 50 
Year Celebration

23: teachers and alumni 
combined featured in the JP 
Theatre Company’s 50 Year 
Celebration

11,280:  
pounds of citrus sold by 
choir and orchestra
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39: Total amount of 
discus fish in Mr. Brizan’s 
collection



skills but also fortify their mental 
determination; their intense matches put 
both strength and attitude to the test. “Our 
training regimen is rigorous because it has 
us constantly transitioning from working 
on technique to working on strength and 

conditioning, 
e s p e c i a l l y 
splitting into 
live groups. It 
challenges you 
to improve 
by allowing 
you to work 
with people 
of different 
w e i g h t 
groups and 
skill levels,” 
senior captain 
Tyler Truong.
These mental 
and physical 

c h a l l e n g e s 
r e q u i r e 
teammates 
to boost 

their fellow wrestlers’ confidence, resulting 
in a powerful overall team rapport. 
 Led by senior captains Sooraz Bylipudi 
and Tyler Truong, every member recognizes 
the responsibility that comes with being a 
wrestler. Tyler Truong says, “The main focus 
this year is to build a strong base for the 
upcoming years. We have a young team with 
only four seniors. We have a solid middle-
weight class on the lineup this year, but we 
need younger wrestlers to build upon it.” As 
the JP wrestlers improve with each practice, 
their focus remains on the district matches 
at the end of the season, which determine 
their path to regionals and eventually states. 

Diving into Success
 THE BELL SOUNDS, and the swimmers are 
off. They dive into the frigid water, adrenaline 
building with each successive lap. As the 
race approaches the final leg, the swimmers 
muster all of their remaining energy to pack 
power into their last few strokes, knowing 
that every movement is crucial. Finally, 
the timer blares and cheers erupt as the 
winner, who 
was ahead by 
only a fraction 
of a second, is 
announced.
 Swimming’s 
i n t e n s e 
a t m o s p h e r e 
is enough to 
i n t i m i d a t e 
even the most 
self-assured, 
h e a d s t r o n g 
athletes. The 
aquatic sport 
requires an 
e n o r m o u s 
amount of 
perseverance 
in order to 
succeed, as proven by one of our school’s top 
independent swimmers, senior Eric Ng. Eric 
has been a part of the Scarlet Aquatic Club 
for eight years. Last year, he was the runner-
up in Southern Sectionals, second only to 
an Olympic swimmer, and finished twelfth 
place in Junior Nationals. Additionally, Eric 
is ranked tenth in the nation for his age group 
in the 1500-yard event and recently placed 
8th in the 1650-yard event. These honorable 
accomplishments are the results of enduring 

By KAPIL JAIN, junior
high-level training every day.
 This admirable amount of self-motivation 
is also present in our own school team. Built 
to push the swimmers to faster speeds and 
longer stamina, practices last for an hour 
and a half and consist of many different sets 
of laps that result in 4000 total yards each 
day. Coach Williams also holds dryland 
practices where the swimmers are required 
to perform various strength and stamina 

e x e r c i s e s , 
i n c l u d i n g 
running and 
star-jumps. 
Ultimately, 
C o a c h 
W i l l i a m s 
says, “The 
JP Stevens 
Swim Team 
has a variety 
of talent. It 
is my job as 
Head Coach 
to get the 
athletes to 
reach their 
potential by 
a d j u s t i n g 
t h e 

practices according to the talent level of the 
swimmer. I look forward to the progress 
each one of my swimmers will have this 
season and hope to have a lasting impression 
on them beyond the sport of swimming.”
 While swimming continues to be a hobby 
for many of us, it is a serious year-round 
sport for others. In both individual and team 
competitions, the casual pool atmosphere 
we know is transformed into an exciting, 
cutthroat arena where every second counts.

Sophomore Christopher Milcsik swims the 
breast stroke during practice after school.  

 WITH THE SUN setting at five and the 
blustery winds kicking in, the thought of 
stepping outside of our cozy, heated homes 
immediately gives us anxiety. However, 
running in sub-40 degree weather is a daily 
routine for 
the JP Stevens 
winter track 
team. With 
the season 
in progress, 
the runners 
shared with us 
some valuable 
tidbits that 
allow them to 
succeed in such 
c o n d i t i o n s 
with us.
        Contrary to 
popular belief, 
their main 
difficulty is not 
slipping on ice. 
Instead, it is the 
slower reaction 
time caused 
by the frigid 
temperatures. 
Experts say that 
cold weather conditions reduce reaction 
times by 45% and force an athlete’s body 
to use five times more energy to maintain 
his or her body temperature. Despite these 
hardships, both the boys and girls battle the 
freezing temperatures to achieve high results. 
People tend to be believe that winter track 
and cross country only differ in temperatures, 
but, according to captain Aneesh Deshpande 

The Life of a Wrestler       
By FARHAN PATEL, junior

Tracking through 
By ROHAN ROY, sophomore

Senior captain Tyler Truong faces against 
his opponent on the wrestling mats. 

(11), “Cross country is a stretched-out grind, 
whereas track can come down sometimes 
seconds. However, those few minutes create 
an intense competition that is equally as 
rewarding as a twenty minute struggle.” The 
weather and pain are not alone on the list 
of adversities that the team must overcome. 

For the girls 
this year, there 
is an unusually 
low number of 
runners, but 
that does not 
deter them from 
setting out to 
achieve their 
goals. Even with 
a condensed 
team, captain 
A s h l e i g h 
Anderson (12) 
says, “The size 
of our team 
s h o u l d n ’ t 
matter if each 
and every one of 
us contributes 
every ounce 
of effort and 

passion to 
this sport.” 
 Yet although 

the winter season      i n t r o d u c e s 
unique challenges for the athletes, the JP 
Stevens winter track team remains diligent 
and determined. Zoeb Mohammedshah (11) 
comments, “During practices and meets, 
we huddle together like penguins, tell each 
other to ‘man up,’ and share handwarmers,” 
a testament to the strong team spirit that has 
been driving the team toward excellence. 

ISHIKA GOVIL
Senior Olivia Kononiuk, senior Urvi 
Sanni,  and  junior Kasia Kumor  leap 
over hurdles during a tough practice.  

 THE JP STEVENS wrestling team is on a 
strict schedule. While most students head 
home after the last school bell, the wrestling 
team heads straight to the locker room. At 
p r e c i s e l y 
2:50 pm, 
they begin 
with light 
running and 
jump rope 
to increase 
their heart 
rates. With 
E m i n e m ’ s 
“‘Till I 
C o l l a p s e ” 
blaring, the 
wrestlers are 
m o t i v a t e d 
to increase 
their speed 
and stamina 
by the end of 
practice.
 Referring 
to live professional wrestling videos, the 
team has learned new techniques and skills 
from the top wrestlers, analyzing every 
stance and technique to defeat an opponent. 
Grapples, pins, takedowns, submissions—
they repeat their wrestling techniques until 
perfection for the majority of practice. 
Sweating, exhausted, yet exhilarated from 
the training, the wrestlers eagerly receive 
their coaches’ reports and suggestions for 
improvement.
 The typical routine of our wrestling team 
consists of continuous effort and dedication. 
During their two-and-a-half hour practices, 
the Hawks not only sharpen their technical 

 THE ACHIEVEMENTS of sports teams at JP are broadcasted every day 
on the morning announcements and widely publicized from the trophies 

cases and plaques decorating the hallways. But while awards and statistics 
are important, the individual training regimens, practice schedules, and 
daily challenges are often left unaddressed when considering the teams’ 

successes. By looking at student athletics from a different perspective, this 
issue sheds more light on these hidden yet equally important components 

of athletics and gives well-deserved recognition to students 
who participate in unconventional sports. 

20 15

December 5 
December 15
December 16
December 19
December 20

December 23

December 26

December 30
January 5
January 6

January 8
January 10
January 16

Boys’ bowling defeats Perth Amboy
Girls’ bowling defeats Colonia 
Girls’ bowling defeats Kennedy
Wrestling defeats East Orange
Boys’ basketball defeats South River
Girls’ basketball defeats South River
Girls’ basketball defeats North 
Brunswick in home opener
Girls’ basketball defeats Wardlaw-
Hartridge
Boys’ basketball defeats South Plainfield
Wrestling defeats Mountain Lakes
Boys’ basketball defeats New Brunswick
Girls’ basketball defeats New Brunswick
Girls’ bowling defeats Perth Amboy
Wrestling defeats Perth Amboy
Swimming defeats Wardlaw-Hartridge

3-1
4-0
3-1

54-12
80-44
59-47
45-16

59-27

63-56
48-24
53-31
47-28

3-1
54-30
105-65

STATISTICS

SOHIL MALIK

ISHIKA GOVIL

By KAREN JIANG, sophomore
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hobby, a party game like foosball or billiards. 
But for Patrick Pei (12) and Farhan Patel 
(11), it’s a disciplined, competitive sport. 
They both practice and train at the Lily Yip 
Table Tennis Center in Dunellen, NJ. On 
the weekends though, they face off against 
kids from all over America. Patrick points 
out, “Through table tennis I’ve learned the 

importance of hard work. I really enjoy 
the complexity of the game.” He 

also takes pride in the fact that 
it is the fastest ball rotational 

sport. Similarly, 
F a r h a n 

says, 

“Table tennis gives me a rush of adrenaline 
that makes me forget about everything else 
and just focus on the match.” Last year, 
Farhan represented the Northeast region in 
the National Sports Tournament in Florida. 
Both Patrick and Farhan most enjoy the 
sport’s intensity, with its fast-paced points 
and fierce atmosphere.  
 If you asked the majority of students in 
America about cricket, they would probably 
refer you to the insect. Shekhar Kripalani 
(11) is certainly not one of those kids. 
Shekhar spends his weekends “bowling,” the 
cricket equivalent to pitching in baseball. 

Asking the Athletes Work Hard, 
Pay Hard 

 ALTHOUGH UNITED by a common sport, 
the boys’ and girls’ basketball teams have 
essentially different cultures, whether 
you compare their practice routines, 
warm-ups, or traditions. Still, both work 
equally as hard during the season, and 
both Coach Bonk of the girls’ team and 
Coach Jones of the boys’ team expect 
success from each player. Prior to the 
beginning of the season, I had the 
pleasure of interviewing the coaches 
and players of the two teams. Here is 
what they revealed about the habits and 
mindsets of their players:
 
1. QUESTION: In terms of your workout 
routines, how do you differ? 
GIRLS: First, we warm up, and then we 
do drills, including the 11-man drill and 
the shell drill. We run a lot to get in shape 
and aim to be the most conditioned team 
in the division. That’s why our practices 
are so rigorous.
BOYS: During the offseason, including 
summer vacation, the players practice 
from 7:00 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. every day. 
They condition in the weight room, go 
to the Edison YMCA every Tuesday, 
and performance train every Wednesday 
and Sunday. During practices, the players 
always compete, compete, and compete. In 
every drill, in every skill game, in every mock 
scrimmage, they compete.

2. QUESTION: What is most decisive 
factor in selecting both a new player for the 
basketball team and accepting a returning 

Senior Sarah Martinez earnestly 
defends against a Sayerville player.

RIYA SATHWARA

 By LAUREN TENCZA, junior

By NATASHA RAI, senior

player? 
COACH BONK: We decide the new line-up 
by looking for girls who have pure hustle and 

don’t give up.
COACH JONES: The players we select must 
be ready to fully commit to the team while 
continuing to do well in academics, because 
school always comes first. 

3. QUESTION: What is the best way to 
energize your teammates as well as motivate 
yourself before an important match? 

GIRLS: The best way to get pumped up for 
the big game is to have a good pre-game pep 
talk, and to have some really good music to 

get you in the mood.
BOYS: We remind each other that we’re 
a special group with the most talent and 
most character. We motivate each other 
to win with integrity.

4. QUESTION: Who are your favorite 
basketball players?
GIRLS: Diana Taurasi, Elena Delle 
Donne, and Michael Jordan.
BOYS: Kevin Love, Chris Paul, and 
Bradley Beal.

5. QUESTION: How have you grown 
together as a team? 
GIRLS: We have all learned to trust each 
other and communicate a lot both on 
and off the court.
BOYS: All of us on the varsity team 
have played since freshmen year. We’ve 
improved our technical skills because of 
our experience together. 

6. QUESTION: How do you feel when 
everyone is watching and cheering, and 

you miss the shot? How do you deal 
with the pressure?  

GIRLS: If any one of us misses the shot, 
we shake it off, move on to the next play 
and try to make up for the missed shot by 
hustling on defense. It is important to focus 
on what is happening on the court and 
ignore everything else. 
BOYS: We just forget about it, and move on. 
You can’t change the past, so just concentrate 
on the future.

Out of School, Not Out of Mind
 EVERY SEASON must eventually come 
to an end. For high school athletics, the 
conclusions of the fall, winter, and spring 
seasons heap an abundance of broken 
school records, All-Conference or Red 
Division recognition, Senior Nights, and 
banquets. While their accomplishments are 
proudly broadcasted the next day during 
morning announcements, some athletes 
don’t necessarily receive the same 
appreciation, simply because their 
sports do not involve intramural high 
school competitions. However, these 
athletes  are the unsung heroes of 
the high school sports world—they 
often put in the same, if not more, 
effort into practices and matches, 
without the rallying support 
of their classmates and school. 
From table tennis to chess, these 
JP athletes are hoarding dozens of 
secret achievements, and it’s about 
time they were recognized.
 If you had a conversation with 
Arthur Shen (12) in person, you 
probably would have never guessed 
that he is a nationally ranked chess star. 
He has a unique, dark sense of humor, 
and claimed during the interview with 
great pride that “chess is great because 
people think you’re smart even though 
you might not be.” Arthur spends 
most of his days off from school in other 
parts of the world participating in global 
chess tournaments. As of last December, 
he had a rating of 2458 and the title of 
World Chess Federation (FIDE) master. 
A member of U.S. Chess Champs and the 
2013 United States Chess Federation All-
America Chess Team, he has been honored 
at prestigious competitions throughout 
his career, including at the 2011 U.S. Cadet 
Championship. Recently, the U.S. Chess 
Trust presented him with the 2014 Scholar 
Chess Player Award.
 To most people, table tennis is a basement 

Shekhar has a second home in the Cricket 
League of New Jersey, where he plays in 
tournaments hosted by the United States 
Cricket Association and represents the 
Atlantic Region in the under-17 and under-19 
categories.  Shekhar adds, “Cricket is 
something I grew up playing. Despite it not 
being a popular sport in the United States, 
the passion has always been there.”  He 

enjoys the unique sport and believes that 
“as youngsters, it is our duty to move the 
game forward in the U.S.” 

 Although some people dread the ice, 
Katie Lam (10) lives on it. Starting at eight 

years old, she has been ice skating for 
nearly half her life. For three days a 
week, she travels to either Connecticut 

or New York for synchronized skating team 
practice and spends another two days in 

Princeton for solo training.  While Katie 
admits that “it takes up a lot of 
time each week, not to mention the 
commuting time,” she adds that the 

hours ultimately worth it. Her training 
eventually paid off, for she now represents 
the U.S. in international figure skating 
competitions. She fondly recalls, “One of my 
greatest memories is when my team won the 
National Bronze medal at the Synchronized 
Skating Championship.” This January, she 
traveled to France once again represent the 
U.S. and compete against other countries. 
Katie concludes, “Skating is what I love to 
do, and it will always be important.”

 As demonstrated by these five exemplary 
students, the term “athlete” doesn’t always 
mean coming to school wearing a green 
and gold varsity jacket. Instead, it should 
include all talented students at JP who 
dedicate their time and effort to activities 
that they love. Next time you see any of these 
students, make sure you congratulate them 
on their achievements and wish them luck 
at their future competitions. Whether they 
practice on JP fields or not, it is important to 
show them and other students whose sports 
remain unacknowledged that they will 
always have their school’s support. 

By ADARSSH NAGARAJAN, sophomore
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 AS THE SALARIES of professional athletes 
skyrocket, complaints have erupted 
regarding the fairness of their earnings 
compared to those of other high-income 
professions. Besides the enormity of these 
contracts, the most cited reason against 
salary increases is that these athletes do not 
contribute to the general population and 
play mostly for their own benefit. 
Contrary to popular belief, athletes do 
contribute to our society. Athletes entertain 
us just as comedians make us laugh and 
writers make us reflect upon their ideas 
and stories. With every game they play, 
millions of people reap in the adrenaline 
and exhilarating suspense of the sport. The 
importance of pure, carefree entertainment 
tends to be downplayed, but without it, we 
would have no escape. These games not only 
give us excitement, but also are therapeutic 
because of their ability to allow fans to 
forget daily troubles and take a break from 
continuous work. Fans scream, laugh, and 
cry as their favorite players score goals, 
fumble, or hit last-second three-pointers. 
Even people who do not continuously follow 
sports can appreciate the enthusiasm in 
watching any two rival teams battle it out 
during the final playoffs.
  Another common complaint is, “Why 
isn’t this money given to the numerous 
worthy causes instead?” However, teams, 
as well as individual athletes, do make the 
extra effort to contribute to worthy causes. 
In the past nine years, NBA Cares has raised 
over $220 million for charity and donated 
more than 2.5 million hours of volunteer 
service to global communities. In addition, 
the MLB (Major League Baseball) donated 
over $130 million between 2010 and 2012 to 
various charities such as Autism Awareness 
and Stand Up To Cancer. 
 But the main reason why athletes are paid 
such high salaries is  much simpler: they 
make that much in return.
 Take Eli Manning from the New York 
Giants, for example. He currently makes on 
average $16.25 million annually. While most 
of us would be astounded if we made that 
much in our lifetime, Eli’s salary is only a 
fraction of how much he is worth to the New 
York Giants. The New York Giants have a 
contract to pay Manning $97.5 million for six 
years on their team, but the profits he gives 
the team are huge as well. How many people 
stay out in the cold and the rain to watch Eli 
Manning every game? How many people buy 
a Manning jersey or other paraphernalia? 
His jersey is currently ranked as the eighth 
best-selling jersey out of all the players in the 
NFL (National Football League). Especially 
in New Jersey, people everywhere sport 
his jersey: in supermarkets, schools, and 
especially homes, where countless numbers 
of fans half-sit and half-jump on the couch 
after every play on Sunday night. These fans 
sponsor each team, which in turn pay their 
players.
 Therefore, the extravagant sums tied 
to the sports entertainment industry lie 
primarily in our power. If everyone decides 
to stop watching the NFL, the million-dollar 
contracts would dwindle, and eventually the 
entire league would die out. But because our 
society loves sports, professional athletes 
have been and will continue to be paid 
millions. Those who disagree with these 
salaries do not have to support the teams; 
they can just ignore the sports world and 
use their own money however they see fit. 
But because the majority of society cannot 
do so, most people decide to invest in sports 
entertainment. As a result, these athletes 
make millions for their respective teams—in 
return, they deserve every penny that their 
teams grant them.

 

 




